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Narrative Summary 
 

The Goal of the Report 
This report looks at the details of progress through the Math Basic Skills 

Sequence. The goal is to identify the largest obstacles to completion of 

the sequence, both in general and for the demographic groups who have 

the lowest sequence completion rates. 
 

Description of the Data 
This report looks students in academic years 2008-2009 through 2012-

2013 who took the courses in the Math Basic Skills sequence: LERN 48, 

LERN 49, MATH 50, MATH 51/A/B, and MATH 71/A/B/X / MATH 

61. At each course, three milestone rates are calculated: 1) Initial 

Success, the first time a student takes the course. 2) Ultimate Success, 

the success rate after including retaking the course. 3) Progression to the 

next course if the current course is successfully completed. 
 

Findings 
1. More students are lost from the sequence because they did not 

progress to the next course than because they did not pass.  
 

2. Students are more likely to retake a course after they have already 

made it through several levels. The issue is the number of courses 

already taken, not the course level (LERN 48, 49, MATH 50, etc.). 

Retaking the course only yields a 5 to 10 percentage point increase in 

success rate for the 1st course students take, but this gets as high as 

21 points after 3 courses.  
 

3. Progression from LERN 49 to MATH 50 is low. 
 

4. MATH 50 and MATH 51: The milestones from MATH 50 initial 

success through MATH 51 initial success show big differences based 

on the first course the student took. 

a) MATH 50 success: This has the overall 2nd lowest initial success 

(for students who started in LERN 48) and highest ultimate 

success (for students who started in MATH 50). 

b) Initial success in MATH 51 is low for all students, but especially 

for students who started in LERN. 
 

5. LERN students struggle with initial success in Math courses, but 

make up much, though not all, of the ground by retaking courses so 

their ultimate success rates are closer to average. 
 

 

Disproportionate Impact Highlights 
Latino/Latina: 

The disproportionalities are with success rates in MATH courses, not 

with LERN courses or progression. 
 

Foster Youth: 

The milestone rates for Foster Youth lag farther behind the Mt. SAC 

average for the earlier courses in the sequence, up through MATH 50, 

than for the latter courses. 
 

African American: 

The milestones on which African Americans are farthest below the 

average are the success rates, both initial and ultimate, in MATH 51 for 

students who started at that level. They also are below average on the 

success rates in LERN 48. 
 

Students with Disabilities: 

Students with disabilities have the lowest milestone rates relative to 

average for initial success. They then make greater than average 

improvements by retaking courses. They are closest to average on the 

rate at which they progress to the next course if they have passed the 

previous course. In each milestone type (initial success, ultimate success, 

and progression to the next course) the value farthest below average is 

for LERN 49. 
 

Gender: 

Most rates for men are lower than the corresponding rate for women. 

This is especially true for LERN and for men who start in MATH50. 
 

Possible Areas to Follow Up 
1.    Focus efforts on progression.    2.   Pay attention to retaking courses. 
 

3. What makes MATH 50 and 51 harder for students who come up 

through the sequence than for students who start at those courses? 

But why, in contrast, do African American students who start at 

MATH 51, have a harder-than-average time with it? 
 

4. Look at the specific areas of disproportionality for the various 

demographic groups. 



A: Sequence of Courses: C: Milestones for Each Course:

↓ LERN 48: Basic Math Skills Review

↓ LERN 49: Math Skills Review 1)

↓ MATH 50: Pre-Algebra
↓ MATH 51/A/B: Elementary Algebra

Page ↓ MATH 71/A/B/X, 70S & 61:

1 Narrative Summary Intermediate Algebra 2)

2 Description of the report

3 B: Split by First Course Taken:

4 Changing patterns of retaking courses 3)

5 Disproportionately impacted groups

6 Notes

 Color coding:

The highest percentage is in blue

 - which shades to -

The lowest percentage is in red
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Reading the Tables

Progression if Successful: Progression to 

taking the next course after successful 

completion of the current course, as a 

percentage of those who successfully pass 

the course. (Shown as Underline)

Math Basic Skills Sequence Details
Which steps are hardest? For whom?

The Details: The completion rate for each 

milestone

The Goal of the Report

Contents

Initial Success: Course success the first 

time students take the course, as a 

percentage of those who take the course. 

(Shown as Standard font)

This report looks at the details of progress 

through the Math Basic Skills Sequence. The 

goal is to identify the largest obstacles to 

completion of the sequence, both in general 

and for the demographic groups who have the 

lowest sequence completion rates.

Ultimate Success:  Course success after 

including any repeat enrollments, as a 

percentage of those who initially take the 

course. (Shown as Italic )

The Many Steps
There are many steps to completing the Math Basic 

Skills Sequence. This report evaluates the outcome 

for each of the following:

Each milestone for each course is evaluated 

separately based on the first Math course 

which the students took. These are the 

columns of the table.

At each course there are several milestones:

5/18/2016
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Produced by

Mt. SAC

The Data

The data is based on academic years 2008-

2009 through 2012-2013.

See the Notes on page 5 for comments and 

references about the calculations.



Milestone LERN48 LERN49 MATH50 MATH51

MATH71 

etc

Course 

Average Range

68% 68%

72% 72%

63% 63%        Differences by starting level:

55% 61% 60% 6% 

68% 71% 70% 3%

52% 55% 55% 3%

44% 56% 71% 63% 27%

61% 71% 79% 74% 18%

53% 62% 65% 62% 12%

42% 42% 54% 64% 53% 22%

64% 63% 70% 70% 68% 7%

56% 59% 65% 60% 61% 9%

51% 51% 57% 64% 59% 58% 13%

68% 71% 73% 75% 67% 70% 7%

1.3% 4.6% 16.8% 31.1% 67.4% 12.4% ← Weighted average completion rate 1

Type of milestone:            Milestones of greatest difficulty:

 

Completing entire sequence:
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Most of this report focuses on the individual milestone 

rates, but the bottom row of the table gives the 

resulting throughput from enrollment in the first Math 

course taken to ultimate success in the last course in 

the sequence. Note the impact of the length of the 

sequence.

Initial success in Math 51 is low, especially for students who start at lower levels. 

Students who start at MATH 51 have a middle-of-the-road success rate of 64%. 

However, students who started at MATH 50 are at 54%, and the 42% initial 

success rate for students who started in LERN is the lowest of any rate on the 

entire table.

MATH51 Initial Success 

MATH51 Ultimate Success 

MATH51 Progression if Successful 

MATH71 etc Initial Success 

Progression to the next course within two years is 

always lower than ultimate success  in a course.

Progression to MATH 50 by all students who passed LERN 49 (55%)

MATH71 etc Ultimate Success 

% of Enrollment in First Course

Initial success in MATH 50 is very low (44%) for students who started in LERN 48. 

(This is related to the point about starting level.)

Initial success in Math 71 etc. is low (58%), especially for LERN students (51%)

MATH50 Progression if Successful 

Details & Findings
The Completion Rate for Each Milestone

First Math Course Taken

LERN48 Initial Success 

LERN48 Ultimate Success 

LERN48 Progression if Successful 

MATH50 Initial Success 

LERN49 Initial Success 

LERN49 Ultimate Success 

LERN49 Progression if Successful 

There are large differences by 

the 1st Math course taken in 

each of the milestones from 

initial success in MATH 50 

through initial success in MATH 

51. Students who started earlier 

in the sequence have lower rates 

on these milestones by 12% to 

27%.

MATH50 Ultimate Success 



Math

Course of success rate LERN48 LERN49 MATH50 MATH51 MATH71 etc

5% 1)

13% 10%

17% 15% 8%

21% 21% 17% 6%

18% 20% 16% 11% 9%

English

LERN81 ENGL67 ENGL68 ENGL1A

6% 2)

14% 9%

15% 11% 8%

18% 15% 13% 9%

AmLa

AMLA41W AMLA42W AMLA43W

6%

14% 7%

18% 14% 7% 3)

17% 16% 12%

20% 19% 13%
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Retaking the Course

MATH50

MATH51

MATH71 etc

LERN49

More Courses Taken = More Likely To Retake If Needed

First Math Course Taken

LERN48

Improvement in Success Rate from Initial Attempt to Ultimate Attempt

When considering the improvement from 

the success rate the first time students take 

a course (initial success) to the success rate 

after students retake the course (ultimate 

success), the important thing is how may 

prior courses the students have taken.

First English Course Taken

The improvement is lower in the first Basic 

Skills course a student takes, regardless of 

the level or subject of the course. This 

improvement increases with subsequent 

courses until about one fifth of the students 

who initially take the course pass on the 

second or third attempt.

What does this say about the determination 

of these students?

About the efficient use of college resources?

AMLA42W

A43 or E67

ENGL68

ENGL1A

First AmLa Course Taken

LERN81

ENGL67

ENGL68

ENGL1A

AMLA41W

(All Basic Skills Subjects)



1) 1)

2) 2)

1)

3)

2)

4)
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These differences in initial and ultimate 

success rates in Math courses amount to 

only 1 to 4 percentage points lower than 

the rates for all Mt. SAC.

Gender: Male
Sequence Completion Rate of 10.8% is 88% of 

the Mt. SAC average.
1

Most rates for men are lower than the 

corresponding rate for women. This is 

especially true for LERN and for men who start 

in MATH50.
Sequence Completion Rate of 6.3% is 50% of 

the Mt. SAC average. 1

Foster Youth2

The milestone rates for Foster Youth lag 

farther behind the Mt. SAC average for the 

earlier courses in the sequence, up through 

MATH 50, than for the latter courses.

Students with Disabilities2

Sequence Completion Rate of 8.0% is 65% of 

the Mt. SAC average.
1

Students with disabilities have the lowest 

milestone rates relative to average for 

initial success.

They then make greater than average 

improvements by retaking courses.

They are closest to average on the rate at 

which they persist to the next course if 

they have passed the previous course. The 

average over all the courses is only 2% 

below the Mt. SAC average.

The milestones on which African Americans lag 

farthest behind the average are:

Success in LERN 48, both initial (51% which 

is 17% below average) and ultimate (57% 

which is 15% below average)

Success in MATH 51 for students who start 

in MATH 51, both initial (40% which is 24% 

below average) and ultimate (43% which is 

27% below average)

Disproportionately Impacted Groups

Sequence Completion Rate of 4.0% is 32% of 

the Mt. SAC average.
1

African American

Across the board, the milestone rates are 

below the Mt. SAC average.

Latino/Latina
Sequence Completion Rate of 11.7% is 94% of 

the Mt. SAC average.
1

The disproportionalities are with success 

rates in MATH courses, not with LERN 

courses or progression.

In each of the three milestone types, initial 

success, ultimate success and progression 

if successful, LERN 49 is the course where 

students with disabilities are farthest 

behind the Mt. SAC average.



1) 2)

Original file location: \Projects\Current velocity\Course Progression\Basic Skills\Demographics\Exploring Details\Math\Report Math.v.3.0.4.1.xlsx
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For Foster Youth and Students with Disabilities the 

analysis of the details is hampered by the small numbers 

of students, so only general comments can be made, 

which do not differentiate by starting level. In addition, 

the data is only available in the Mt. SAC student records 

database (Banner) starting with academic year 2009-

2010. So the Sequence Completion Rate used is a four 

year average rather than the five year average used in 

the rest of this report.

Notes

The Sequence Completion Rate is a measure of how 

many students who start in a Basic Skills course pass a 

college level course. It is a version of the measure 

reported in the 2015 Student Equity Plan. It is calculated 

using a two year window at each level to take the next 

course. This results in a sequence completion rate about 

40% of that produced by the Scorecard with its six year 

window for the entire sequence. See the Attachment to 

the 2015 Student Equity Plan for a description of the 

calculation. The calculation has been modified slightly in 

that it now uses the ultimate success rate rather than 

the initial success rate for the final course in the 

sequence.


